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QUESTION 1

What is an advantage of using the SAVLICPGM command? 

A. The base and all optional components are included by default. 

B. The objects related to the LPPs in libraries QGPL and QUSRSYS are included in the save. 

C. The PTFs for the LPPs being saved are included. 

D. The PTFs on the system saving the LPPs are removed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator needs to back up changes to a large physical file that is always exclusively locked by an 

application These changes need to be sent to another IBM i system. 

Which option will allow the administrator to send the changes in the least amount of time? 

A. Use the SAVCHGOBJ command to save the file to a SAVF and FTP to the other system. 

B. Use local journaling to journal file changes and save them to the other system. 

C. Use remote journaling to journal file changes to the other system. 

D. Use the SAVLIB command to save the file to a SAVF and FTP to the other system. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An installation has been running the production system with system value QSECURITY set to 30. Management has
been advised by a security consultant to change the system value QSECURITY to 40. What is the consequence of
implementing this change? 

A. All user profiles will have special authority *ALLOBJ removed. 

B. A user ID and password will be required at sign-on. 

C. Programs will be limited to using IBM defined methods for accessing operating system capabilities and information. 

D. Library QTEMP becomes a permanent object that cannot be cleared as part of job end processing. The RCLSTG
command will need to be run more often. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A subsystem description is configured as shown in the following screens; 

Users are assigned to each job queue to run their batch work. The users assigned to the ACCOUNTING 

job queue are complaining that their batch jobs are occasionally not running. Other users do not 

experience this issue. 

Why are ACCOUNTING users experiencing this problem? 

A. The jobs in the ACCOUNTING queue are run at the lowest execution pnonty based on the sequence number field
Jobs from CORP and ENGR are consuming all the processing capability allowed for the subsystem. 

B. The run priority of the job does not match the sequence number of the job queue entry. 

C. The subsystem starts jobs up to the maximum allowed for each job queue starting with the lowest sequence number
(SEQ NBR column) 

D. The auxiliary storage pool group is not set to match the number of job queue entries in the subsystem. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

When creating a new journal environment, what allows for a significant performance increase if a program makes a
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large number of changes to a journaled file? 

A. CreatejournalQDFTJRNinlibraryQSYSandsetPerformancetoHIGH. 

B. Change Journal Cache to "YES on the journal. 

C. Change file attributes of the journaled file to allow journal caching. 

D. Set Journal Performance to "HIGH on the journal. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which sequence of actions will ensure that private authorities are correctly assigned to the objects after restoring the
operating system? 

A. Restore all the saved user profiles Run the RSTAUT command Restore all libraries, document library objects, and
IFS 

B. Restore all libraries, document library objects, and IFS Restore all the saved user profiles Run the RSTAUT
command 

C. Restore all the saved user profiles Restore all libraries, document library objects, and IFS Run the RSTAUT
command 

D. Run the RSTAUT command Restore all saved user profiles Restore all libraries, document library objects, and IFS 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A Power Systems server with SAN attached disk has redundant fibre HBAs and two paths provisioned 

through the SAN fabric. 

One fibre HBA has been replaced, but the redundant path shows a failed status. 

What is the most likely cause of this problem? 

A. The new adapter was not dynamically allocated to the partition. 

B. The multipathing exit program (QIBM_QZSC_SANP2) has failed. 

C. The multipathing daemon has failed. 

D. The WWPN has changed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8
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At the end of an *ALLUSR library save the system issues the following message: "CPF3777631 libraries saved, 1
partially saved, 0 not saved." ThelibraryQPFRDATAmissedsavingtheMGTCOLobjects. Taking which action will avoid
the problem in the future? 

A. Stop performance collection as part of the backup routine, and restart it when the backup is complete. 

B. Change the Save While Active parameter on the save to "SYSDFN to allow a check point on the management
collection objects. 

C. As part of the save operation cycle the collection services job to get an empty "MGTCOL object so the save will not
fail on it. 

D. Uncheck the Create Database Files during collection" option on the Collection Services Properties in IBM i
Navigator. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator is working on a hardware replacement for a current system Which tool should be used to determine if
the current LIC, OS, and existing adapters may be migrated to the new system? 

A. IBM PreUpgrade Verification Tool 

B. IBM Workload Estimator 

C. IBM System Planning Tool 

D. IBM Migration Modeler 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator notices that the QEZJOBLOG output queue has an unusually high number of entries. The same job
name which runs many times throughout the day, and always ends normally, is associated with the output queue
entries. 

Which job description change can be made to limit the number of job logs created? 

A. Change the SPLFACN parameter to "NOLIST 

B. Change the LOGCLPGM parameter to "NO 

C. ChangetheLOGparameterto400NOLIST 

D. Change the LOGOUTPUT parameter to "JOBEND 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11
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An administrator is installing a release upgrade using the automatic process. The LIC, base OS, and all licensed
program products have installed except for 5770-SS1 option 3 (Extended Base Directory Support). What is necessary to
complete the process and install 5770-SS1 option 3 assuming the system is still in a restricted state? 

A. Use the WRKPRB command and check for and correct any problems. Restart the install using the F8 key. 

B. Use the RSTLICPGM command specifying "SERVICE for the device type and choose 5770-SS1 option 3 from the
list. 

C. Check QSYSOPR for a 5770-SS1option 3 install messages Reply C\\' to continue. 

D. Rom the GO LICPGM menu, select the option to Install Licensed Programs. Install 5770-SS1 option 3lo 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator needs to automatically terminate interactive user jobs when they are idle for more than 15 minutes
Which two system values should the administrator use to complete this task? 

A. QINACTITV (inactive job timeout) QJOBENDNFY (notify user on job end) 

B. QLMTDEVSSN (limit device sessions) QDEVSSNACN (device session end action) 

C. QDSCJOBITV (time interval before jobs are disconnected) QDSCJOBACN (disconnected job action) 

D. OINACTTTV (inactive job timeout) QINACTMSGQ (inactive job message queue) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

What is the minimum set of special authorities required to save an entire IBM i system? 

A. *ALLOBJ 

B. *SAVSYS 

C. *SAVSYS *SPLCTL 

D. *ALLOBJ *JOBCTL 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

What does this display from a WRKSYSSTS screen tell the administrator about the system? 
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A. Temporary storage is taking up a large proportion of the disk space. 

B. A disk in the disk unit subsystem has failed or is being rebuilt. 

C. Auxiliary storage is not protected on the system. 

D. Auxiliary storage capacity has exceeded the default threshold level. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

What is an advantage of creating and using customized distribution media from the GO LICPGM menu to install
licensed programs on multiple systems in a network? 

A. Object conversion for "ALLUSR is not needed when installed on a different partition. 

B. This can be done with no interruption to users and jobs on the system. 

C. Performing a post-save of a system after upgrading the OS is no longer necessary. 

D. All installed PTFs are already included with the selected licensed programs. 

Correct Answer: D 
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